


1.  Where The Wild Things Are – Berlin Modern Furniture 
Saturday & Sunday 10am-6pm // Full Day Tour

Berlin is known as the wild party capital of Europe. But there are 
a lot more wild things to discover when it comes to modern 
furniture, lamps and objects from the 20th century and earlier. 
With 50+ warehouses and boutiques, this fast-growing artsy 

capital of Germany offers a huge variety and one of the lowest 
price points in Europe, especially for mid-century and industrial 
furniture. A lot of these warehouses and boutiques are not easy 
to find, hidden in the backyard of Berlin’s typical old buildings or 

outside the city borders. Our Where The Wild Things Are – 
Berlin Modern Furniture Tour will take you there. Shop in the 
former locations of a huge futuristic rock club, an old mill and 

buy where others don’t. 

2. Vintage Fur in Berlin Tour
Saturdays 10am-6pm // Full Day Tour

Our Guide picks you up at your hotel and takes you to the right 
places to find full-length minks in mint condition for bargain 

basement prices or vintage fur stoles for a steal. Snag 
sensational fur hats for the price of enjoying tea in one of 

Berlin’s Russian tea rooms. Berlin is busting with vintage furs – 
and while we wouldn’t dream of buying a new fur coat and 

propagating the current supply chain, we’re gaga over vintage 
fur! On tour our Guide translates and negotiates on your behalf, 
maximizing your time and money. We can also liaise you with a 
preferred shipper to get your purchases home should you not 

want to wear your purchases on the plane!



3.  Vintage Clothing Shopping in Berlin Tour
Tuesday - Saturday 10am-6pm // Full Day Tour

Berlin is fun, funky and oh so edgy! If you like vintage fashion 
then this is the city for you to devote a day to exploring Berlin’s 
Vintage Fashion! Our Guide picks you up at your hotel and you’ll 

shop your way from East to West Berlin, hitting some secret 
sources in Berlin. As always our Guide translates and negotiates 
on your behalf, maximizing your time and money. As always we 

can also liaise you with a preferred shipper to get your 
purchases home.


